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ABSTRACT

‘Ngopi’ and ‘nyethe’ are two words that cannot be separated from Tulungagung people. Nyethe is painting a
cigarette with the sediment of the coffee. It is interesting to describe ‘nyethe’ in Tulungagung because ‘nyethe’
becomes famous in Tulungagung and it has been acknowledged as local culture in Tulungagung. The purpose of
this study is to describe ‘nyethe’ as Tulungagung culture. This study is ethnographic study and use qualitative
approach by using in-depth interview with ‘warung kopi’ owners, the customers, and local officials in Bolorejo,
Tulungagung. The study finds that the meaning of 'nyethe' for the consumers is as a medium to refresh
them self so that their stress can go away. Moreover, 'nyethe' for costumers also means an artistic activity,
because to them it is challenging to draw a picture or a certain motive in a cigarette by using the sediment
of coffee. For male teenager customers nyethe and cigarettes become their masculine identity. Cethe cofee
shops do not only establish relationship with their customers but also contribute economically to the
society.
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1. Introduction
'Cethe' and 'nyethe' is two words that cannot be separated for Tulungagung people as a kind of unique

daily activity by the people doing it. According to Gunawan, the owner of Warung Kopi Cethe Waris,
'Cethe' is the sediment of the coffee and 'nyethe' is the process of drawing in the cigarette by using 'cethe'
(interview with the researcher on 20th Aprl 2012). There is a village in Tulungagung named Bolorejo that
has been well known as a central of 'cethe' cofee shops because, according Tulungagung people, Bolorejo
has a large number of cethe coffee shops either big coffee shops or small coffee shops. In Bolorejeo itself,
there are many cethe coffee shops that serve kopi cethe for 'nyethe'. There are three cethe coffee shops
that consider as the biggest '‘cethe’ coffee shop in Bolorejo, because those three are assumed as the
pioneers of 'kopi ijo' used for 'nyethe' and those three are ‘cethe’ coffee shops having the most customers
in Bolorejo. Those two cethe cofee shops are 'Warung Kopi Cethe Waris', 'Warung Kopi Cethe Mak Tien',
and 'Warung Kopi Cethe Pak Yun'. Most people make them as main destinations if they want to go to
cethe coffee shop and nyethe.

Nyethe and ‘cethe’ coffee shop not only has a relation and function only to the customers, but they
also affect and have relation toward the owner of ‘cethe’ coffee shop as producer of kopi cethe In short,
there is a relation between production, consumption, and identity in 'Nyethe' practice. The connection
between the three facets has been discussed by Du Gay et all (1997) in their concept of circuit of culture.
In fact, they dicuss five aspects: consumption, production, representation, identity, and regulation. Those
five processes taken together complete a sort a cultural processes through any analysis of a cultural aspect.
In this study, the writers will particularly describe how nyethe culture is produced, and consumed, and
what social identities are associated with it.

Picture 1. Cethe (taken on date 22th April 2012)

The phenomena of cofee shops in Indonesia have been discussed in some studies. Citra Fistiana Angga
Kusuma explores the meaning of 'cangkrukan' in coffee shop for teenagers in Sidoarjo on 2007. She
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further explains that the reason people hold 'cangkrukan'  in coffee shop is the influence of external
environment which is peer group. She also added in her study the meaning of cangkrukan is as a tool to
communicate and interact with other people and also as tool of entertainment and to become
entrepreneurship object. Her finding is important in understanding how coffee shops, including the coffee
shops in my research, gain their appeal to its customers. Another study was conducted by Lucky
Puspitasari who analyzes the existence of coffee shop and its social behavior in Gresik. There are also
some studies on Nyethe activity that held by Qoni' Zamili, M. Nur Hidayad, A.F. Sulaiman, Eryunpas
Setya N (2012). They studied about the negative effect of nyethe for Tulungagung people. It is indicated
that nyethe is negative activity because it is wasting time and meaningless activity. They found that
Nyethe is not a negative activity; their study said that nyethe could make a new social community and
new culture for people. Complementing the previous studies, my research here focuses on the way
'Nyethe' is produced and consumed. This study also aims to examine how the practice is signified related
to the consumers' identities.

2. Method
This study uses qualitative method. According to Moleong (2002, p.5) qualitative research is to

capture site or institution, people, and circumstances in natural setting where focuses on participants,
experiences, and views. The research here explore more to people in Tulungagung that doing nyethe in
‘cethe’ coffee shop especially that located in Bolorejo to find the reason why people spent their time by
doing nyethe in coffee shop. Besides interviews people as the customers, this research also interviews the
coffee shop owner to know what their contribution to local government or society.

Bolorejo is a village that include in a part of Kauman subdistrict in Tulungagung. According to Mr.
Iswanto, the village chief of Bolorejo, the number of Bolorejo citizen is about 6232 people which consist
of 3115 male citizen and 3117 female citizen (interviewed on 6th Juny 2013). Mr. Iswano stated that most
of his citizens are working as civil servant and entrepreneur, while some of them are working as farmer
and trader. Bolorejo is surrounded by other villages that are also a part of Kauman subdistrict. In the south
it is Jarakan village while in the north border on Mojosari village. Bolorejo is bordered with Karanganom
village in the west and Kauman village in the east side. Right in the border between Bolorejo and Kauman
in the east side of village, there is a market named Pasar Kliwon that becomes a gathering point and the
center of people's trading activity. Bolorejo also has a large number of rice field and farm in its area.

The writers chooses Bolorejo as the location of research because bolorejo is well known as the central
of cethe coffee shop in Tulungagung. There are about 20 coffee shops in Bolorejo itself and the writers
chooses only three coffee shops which are considered as the biggest coffee shops in Bolorejo on the aspect
of its facilities, number of customers, number of incomes and the width of coffee shops. The primary data
of this study are interview results obtained from the informants. The in-depth interviews were conducted
from 20 April 2012 to 30 April 2012. The informants for the research are consumers in three coffee shops
selected and the producers/owners of the selected coffee shops. In addition, the researcher also
interviewed the head of Bolorejo village, Mr. Iswano, on 6th june
2013 to obtains information about the information of Bolorejo residence. The secondary data used in this
research are acquired from books, journals, and other reliable sources, such as the website of Badan Pusat
Statistik, to support the analysis.

The researcher uses purposive sampling as there are some criteria to be met by the informants. The
first criteria is gender, because the participants of nyethe activity is mostly dominated by male. The second
is age, because the age of the informants could determined the reason of doing nyethe activity. The third
is the interval of the informants doing nyethe activity in a week, because it is needed to gain the data from
the informants that used to doing nyethe activity. The number of informants recruited were 25 people
consisting of 20 people working people and 5 unemployed people. The number is considered sufficient
as the data shown were saturated. The coffee shop owners interviewed were consist of three owners which
is Mr. Gunawan as Warung Kopi Waris owner, Mrs Lilik as the owner of Warung Kopi mak Tin and Mr.
Yuniarto as the owner of Warung Kopi Pak Yun.

3. Result and Discussion
Being Male Teenager in Tulungagung: Cigarette and the Construction of Masculinity
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It's generally accepted that smoking is not good for one's health. However, it is an activity that some
people have enjoyed for so many years in their environment. After doing interviews and gaining data from
interviewee, the writers here find that some of customers, especially teenager, believe that they cannot
feel the true feeling of nyethe without smoking. According to them, nyethe and smoking are related each
other and they feel that they should smoke when they are doing nyethe like the other men are doing. One
of the respondents named Yogi said that nyethe and smoking are a part of his relaxation as a man. As a
high school student who has so many home works and lesson from the school, yogi thought that he needs
some relaxation that can reduce his stress. Furthermore, he said that 'lanang kok ora ngrokok'. According
to Yogi, as a male teenager that is still looking for his identity to society doing smoking is the easy way
to act like an adult male so the society doesn't at look him as a child anymore. When the writers asked
him about the relationship between smoking and being a man he said that with regard to social and cultural
standard cigarette smoking has been appropriate and acceptable behavior for male. It can be concluded
from Yogi's answer that the reason he does nyethe with smoking is leisure and gender role. Leisure is one
of the major life settings of adolescents besides work, study, and personal relationships (Athenstaedt,
Mikula, and Bredt 2009). Athenstaedth, Mikula, and bredth stated that male teenager chose their own
leisure activities which they can provide the opportunity to develop their identity.

According to the respondents, mostly of them said that they start to do nyethe and smoking because
they have been affected by their environment. Some of their friends or family also nyethe while smoking.
They got the image of a man by looking at their environment. By looking their environment they got the
image that a man should smoke in order to get masculine image. Men learn about male messages both by
being directly taught and by observing other males (Harris 1995). Throughout their lives they receive
feedback from peers, parents, and others about how well they are performing as men. Becoming a man
involves much more than learning the skills associated with masculinity. Once a boy realizes he is male,
he wants to behave like other boys and constructs ‘a perceptual grid that will evaluate the world according
to his developing notions of masculinity’ (Harris 1995).

The other respondent named Fajar said that nyethe and smoking is a matter of gender stereotypes.
According to him, in his environment nyethe and smoking is the stereotype of male's activity (interviewed
on 22th June 2012). In this situation people believe that their performance will identify them as examples
of their gender stereotype. A gender stereotype consists of ‘beliefs about the psychological traits and
characteristics of, as well as the activities appropriate to, men or women’ (Good & Sherrod 2001). In
society, gender stereotypes are very influential; they affect conceptualizations of women and men and
establish social categories for gender. These categories represent what people think, and even when beliefs
vary from reality, the beliefs can be very powerful forces in judgments of self and others. When men
perform various actions on a regular basis, they may be held within an ideology of masculinity (Reeser
2010). These actions that men usually do is include smoking cigarette. Because of smoking cigarette is
portrayed mostly did by men in many media and social practice it makes smoking cigarette is identical
with men.

One of respondent named Desta said that it is interesting to see a man doing cigarette painting and
smoking after that (interviewed on 22th June 2012). He feels that smoking is one of the indicators of a
man to become masculine. Cigarettes have been socially engineered to become potent symbols of
masculinity (Stromberg, Nichter, and Nichter 2007). Therefore some of male teenager attempt to smoke
cigarette in order to get the ideal image of masculinity. According to Desta, some of his male friends said
a man should smoke to perform their masculinity, which lead Desta to try cigarette smoking and nyethe
with his friends. Community or friends are an important part of life for male teenager, perhaps especially
during their time when they try to find their identity in their society. The community can become one of
the sources of masculinity image that can be used
for male teenager. The masculine images that can be seen by male teenager from the parties, especially
from the elder or adult men, attract them to try out the masculinity practices in their daily life including
smoking.

Smoking also helped one fill time. At a public place, one may find oneself unoccupied, with no one
to talk to or interact with. This opens up the possibility of being bored at the community or worse, of
being perceived as a person who is boring. One of the respondents named Nanda said that he smoke the
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cigarette to look comfortable when he feel out of place or don't know any people, or maybe more out of
boredom (interviewed on 25th June 2012). From the respondent's statement it can be concluded that there
are two reasons that lead him to smoke. First, there is the tool, the cigarette, to perform an ideal man
behavior. Second, in various ways, the cigarette promotes social interaction, contributing to an atmosphere
of egalitarian companionship that referred as 'community'. These two
factors were also found to be significant among the respondent who identified stress as another reason to
smoking.

Smoking, nyethe, and masculinity are related each other because nyethe participants that doing nyethe
in order to get stronger taste of the cigarette are mostly dominated by male. The same situation also found
in cethe coffee shop in Bolorejo, the customers that come in cethe coffee shop are dominated by male
because in bolorejo it is considered as taboo for women to go to coffee shop and doing nyethe activity.
This situation makes people think that cethe coffee shop are exclusively for male.

Being Adult Male: ‘Nyethe’ and Home Escape
Beside leisure activity, people do nyethe and go to coffee shop because they want to escape from

home. According to the data that collected by the writers, the respondents who come to coffee shop and
nyethe in order to escape from their home is adult men respondent. Husbands or workers escape from
home or work place and going to coffee shop because they need to release their stress and their boredom
that comes from their activity. As stated by Halim, he goes to coffee shop because he feels bored if he
stays in the house when he is not working (interviewed on 27th June 2012). Halim has already married
and has a small family. He lives with his wife and his child, when he is not working he does nothing in
his home while his wife is cooking and his child going to school. He goes to coffee shop and nyethe in
order to left out his boredom because in coffee shop Halim can meet his friends and his colleagues to
interact with them. Halim said that he feels bored if he stays in his house and doing nothing without any
activity.

The same reason that stated by Halim has agreed by Karim. Karim who works as a freelancer doesn't
work everyday like employee or civil servant. When he doesn't have a job to do he just stay at home with
his wife and his family. He prefers to go to coffee shop and nyethe rather than just stay at home and
listening his wife's grumble. According to Karim, going to coffee shop and nyethe are his salvation from
his problem and his wife's grumble. He feels that when he comes to coffee shop and nyethe it can make
him to forget his stress and his problem for awhile. Nyethe which is an activity to draw in cigarette by
using the sediment of coffee was liked by Karim because his hobby is drawing. As stated by Karim, nyethe
can make him to express his creativity to draw something in the cigarette therefore he can forget his
problem and release his stress.

Similar to Karim and Halim that have problems in their home, Yani also goes to coffee shop and
nyethe as a media to escape from his problem in his workplace (interviewed on 27th June 2012). Yani
who is a civil servant has so many tasks in his office that make him stress. In order to cut down his stress
level, Yani go to coffee shop after he done in his office. According to Yani, by drinking coffee and
drawing his cigarette he can cut down his stress in to low level. The stress level that Yani got in his work
place can be cut down by nyethe. Yani said that nyethe can explore our creativity and express our emotion
by drawing in the cigarette. He admit that he always nyethe in the coffee shop when he got stressed,
sometimes he comes to coffee shop with his friends just to hang out after they work. Still according to
Yani, to cut down his stress it is not only by nyethe but also by sharing and interacts with his friends and
colleagues in coffee shop. By sharing and interact with his friends Yani can feel relax and take a rest from
his job for awhile. Nyethe and going to coffee shop in order to interact with other people is one of the best
ways to vanish the stress according to Yani.

Another respondent named Fendi also state the same reason like Yani stated. As Fendi state, he comes
to coffee shop when he got stressed from his work. Fendi said that nyethe is like a media for relaxation
for him to help him feel relax. Drawing some pattern in the cigarette is something fun activity and it can
help him to forget his problem for a moment. Beside it is fun activity according to Fendi nyethe is unique
because the media that used to draw is unlike generally people used to draw. The media that used in nyethe
is the sediment of coffee as the paint and cigarettes as the canvas. Because it is unique Fendi was interested
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to nyethe in coffee shop until it becomes a tool to help Fendi cut down his stress. In the coffee shop,
drinking coffee itself also becomes media relaxation for Fendi alongside with nyethe.

(Re)producing Nyethe in Tulungagung
In the first part of this section, I present the history of Nyethe itself when it was created around more

than ten years agoand how Nyethe is continually (re)produced in later years. As stated by Hall, to know
about how meaning produced, circuit of culture suggests that meanings are produced at several different
sites and circulated through several different processes or practices, the cultural circuit (Hall 1997, 4).

The writers gets the information about the history of nyethe in tulungagung by doing some interview
with the staff of Department of Tourism in Tulungagung. According to Ms. Yuni, based on story by mouth
to mouth the first time nyethe was did by a farmer and the elder who works on the farm (interviewed on
29th June 2012). When the farmers rest they go to coffee shop and drink a cup of coffee and use its
sediment to make the taste of the cigarette become stronger. As time goes by this activity are followed by
other people and they make a pattern by using the sediment of the coffee on their cigarette. Finally at this
moment people in every age do nyethe as their habitual. There is also the opinion cethe origins began
when the farmers finished work from the fields, their habits will stop at the shop for coffee and meet other
fellow farmers to just socialize and discuss issues surrounding their farm. While drinking coffee and
chatting, the occasional cigarette at the suction smeared with coffee grounds in the cup. The coffee was
not as smooth as now existing. Painting activity to cigarettes and burning sensation caused its own
sensation. This sensation added to the joy of coffee while chatting in a coffee shop. That story is
considered as the beginning of what makes nyethe as typical of the Tulungagung people which is until
now still remain and have become custom.

Mostly the informants that reviewed by the writerss said the first ‘cethe’ coffee shop is Warung Kopi
Waris. Some informants also believed that the emergence of nyethe activity was started by Warung Kopi
Waris. Warung Kopi Waris is owned by Waris and named his coffee shop by his own name. Waris started
to build his coffee shop because he wants to set a place for the farmers that take a rest form their farm. As
the customers who come in to his coffee shop are cigarette smokers, Waris served smooth type of coffee,
that latter known as 'kopi ijo' in Tulungagung, for his customers because the customers try to put the
sediment of the coffee in their cigarette in order to make the taste of their cigarette become stronger.
Waris, is an example of what Du Gay terms as heroic individualism (Du Gay, 1997. p. 44). Heroic
individualism is an explanation that links the life of one individual with the biography of company or an
artifact (Du Gay, 1997).

At the first time nyethe has did by blocking the cigarette with the sediment of coffee, it is different
with current nyethe activity. As times goes by people become more creative and try to draw some pattern
in their cigarette with the sediment of the coffee, later nyethe activity is not only do by just blocking the
cigarette with the sediment of the coffee but also by draw some pattern by using it. The numbers of people
or farmer who want do nyethe in Waris' coffee shop is increase by the time. Because of that reason some
people in Bolorejo want to open a coffee shop like Waris did. They want to follow Waris' succeed by
opening ‘cethe’ coffee shop for people.

Some coffee shop in Bolorejo not only use their coffee selling as the only main income for them. Some
of coffee shop in Bolorejo expand their business in various ways like producing and packaging their own-
branded coffee, setting up internet cafe along side the coffee shop, setting up a minimarket etc. The effect
of the expansion of their business, each coffee shop needs more human resources as workers in their
business. The public services of their business lead it to become creative industry in Tulungagung
especially in Bolorejo. Creative industries are often considered to have an urban affinity. Creative industry
means an industry that comes from the utilization of creativity, skill and individual talent to create
prosperous (economical income) and make job vacancies for other people (Chyntia 2011). The expansion
of some coffee shop in Bolorejo makes them to increase the number of workers. They need more workers
to handle the other business other than their coffee shop business.

Warung kopi cethe Waris can be looked as an example, according to Gunawan as the owner of warung
kopi cethe Waris in the early he opened the business of ‘cethe’ coffee shop in 1994 it only has two
employees, the income of coffee shop itself also only 500.000 rupiah per day. He started to expan his
business step by step in 2003 by setting up a little food stall in front of his coffee shop. After he started to
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expand his business he also started to recruit additional workers to handle his coffee shop because
Gunawan himself has to handle the food stall. The food stall itself opened since morning until midday.
After two years since he started to expand his business he sets up billiard center and internet cafe alongside
with his food stall. Beside he sets up the other business, he also started to mass producing and package
his own coffee then he branded it by himself, the owned branded coffee itself then sold on the store. Since
his business was expanded he needs more workers to help him to handle his business. In total calculation
Gunawan's business including a food stall, a billiard center, a mini store, an internet cafe and home
industry of coffee making. Gunawan also expand his coffee shop in order to accommodate more customers
that come to his coffee shop, his small coffee shop now become the biggest coffee shop in Bolorejo. At
this moment the income of Gunawan's business is reaching until 8.000.000 rupiah per day.

The similar story is also stated by Martini, the owner of ‘cethe’ coffee shop Mak Tin. Martini was
started her business in 1998 after she got fired from her factory where she worked before. In the beginning
her coffee shop is just small coffee shop that only accommodate a very small number of customers. The
income that she got from her coffee shop is only 150.000 per day. Martini started to think about how to
expand her business to get the bigger income. She prefers to expand her coffee shop first to accommodate
more customers. After two years after she opened her coffee shop she was able to expand her coffee shop.
The number of customers that come in to her coffee shop is getting bigger and bigger after she expands
her coffee shop. After her coffee shop was expanded, Martini try to follow Gunawan's way to make the
signature coffee that has different taste with the others. She started to recruit some workers to help her to
make her own coffee and package it in to small package and sell it in her own store.

After coffee shop Mak Tin operating well, Martini also thinks to enlarge her business. Because of her
number was getting bigger she decided to set up traditional snack stall beside her coffee shop was placed.
In her snack stall she sells some various traditional like fried banana, fried cassava, mendoan, cucur etc.
Along side her snack stall martini also set up a mini market in order to expand her business. In order to
make her business operating well, Martini recruited more additional workers to help her to handle her
business. The workers that she recruited are her neighbor or her relation that doesn't have any job or
unemployed. As her business getting bigger the income which she gets from her business becomes bigger
too. Now Martini's income is about 4.000.000 rupiah per day and she has 10 workers that work for her.

Following the success of Gunawan and Martini, Yunadi also started to set up ‘cethe’ coffee shop.
Yunadi said that Gunawan and Martini are his inspiration to make his own ‘cethe’ coffee shop (
interviewed on 28th June 2012).. In 2004 warung kopi Pak Yun was established. Unlike Gunawan and
Martini started their business, Yunadi started his coffee shop in a large place. He also doesn't have his
signature coffee unlike Gunawan and Martini has. Yunadi bought the coffee from Gunawan and sell it in
his coffee shop. Although doesn't have signature coffee warung kopi Pak Yun also has big number of
customers like warung kopi Waris and warung kopi Mak Tin. The bigger place and the facility are the
key factor why warung kopi Pak Yun has many customers. Warung kopi Pak Yun has a big place to
accommodate the customers, according to Yunadi the customers that come to his place not only for nyethe
or hang out but also for club community gathering or meeting. The size of coffee shop and its facilities
make it possible to make a small event like club community gathering. Beside coffee shop business
Yunadi also opened billiard center and game center for his teenager customers. To make his business
operate well, Yunadi recruited some workers to help him. Yunadi now has 12 workers who work for him.

The existences of coffee shop in Bolorejo help to make job vacancies for its unemployed citizen. It is
admitted by the chief assistant of Bolorejo, Bintoro. As Mr.Bintoro state, the existences of a lot of coffee
shop in Bolorejo help the citizen to get a job. According Mr. Bintoro in the past the number of unemployed
citizen in Bolorejo is big, but now with the existence of coffee shop in Bolorejo help it to cut down the
number of unemployed people. The expansion of coffee shop business makes the owner of coffee shop to
recruit some workers to operate their business. The traditional value that still hold by its citizen makes the
owner of coffee shop to help their relation or their neighbor who unemployed by recruit them as a worker
in their coffee shop business. Although there isn't any formal financial contribution for local government
except the taxes, but according to Mr. Bintoro the local government feel helped by the existences of coffee
shop in Bolorejo because they success to cut down the number of unemployed citizen in their region.
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In addition Mr. Bintoro said that the location of Bolorejo is the factor why  many people come to
coffee shop in Bolorejo to get nyethe. The location of Bolorejo that easy reached makes people easy to
come to Bolorejo. Beside the location, according to Mr. Bintoro, the culture of Tulugagung people to
make nyethe as media of relaxation or leisure activity attracts the customers to come to ‘cethe’ coffee
shop in Bolorejo.

The expansion of some coffee shop in Bolorejo make it has bigger place to accommodate the
customers. Because the place becomes bigger the number customers that come to coffee shop in Bolorejo
also get bigger. The customer that comes to coffee shop has different motives and reasons. The writers
has mentioned the reason of the customer that comes to coffee shop before. One of the reason people
come to coffee shop is because people are looking comfortable place to make a deal with his own business,
especially for businessmen or merchants. Bolorejo which bordered with Pasar Kliwon in the east make it
possible to reach by the dealers or merchants that want to talk about their business thing with their business
partner. Some of respondent said that they come to coffee shop because coffee shop is comfortable place
to interact with other people, including for them who want to talk about business. They want to talk with
their business in relax and easy way therefore they go to ‘cethe’ coffee shop.

4. Conclusion
After gaining some informations from the informants the writers can conclude that nyethe contain

some different meaning for people. For some people, nyethe is related with their gender practices in social
life, and the other informants said that nyethe is a place for their home escaping. One of the reasons
Bolorejo is well known for cethe coffee shop is the number of its coffee shop. It was started by one person
and it was being imitated or followed by the others. Nyethe can provides interaction between people
because nyethe can do with hang out or other activity at the same time. The culture of nyethe also become
the identity of Tulungagung people because it can make the solidarity of people each other in the coffee
shops and it can make some new community either in real life or cyber life (facebook).
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